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A preliminary assessment of silver hake in sub-area 5 

by J.A. Gulland F.A .0. Rome 

After a fairly long ptlriod of reasonably stable catches, taken entirely 

by US vessels - mainly for human consumption, but also for animal food and in

dustrial purposes - catches rapidly expanded from 1962 onwa~s following the 

development of the USSR fishery by large factory trawlers; the details are as 

follows (nominal catch in thousand of tons). 

Table I. Annual catches of silver hake from sub-area 5 (thousand tons) 

!222 1960 1961 1962 ~ .!2§!t 1965 1966 

US 50 47 43 44 40 53 42 41 

USSR 42 107 172 281 121 

Total 50 47 43 86 147 221 323 .162 

Migrations - separation of stocks 

Little definite infonuation is available on migration patterns, or the 

existence of separate stocks. Tagging has had only limited success, and has 

given few returns over more than a few weeks, though a fall-off in returns from 

inshore grounds has been taken as a sign of movement offshore. (Frits 1959). 

Analysis of catches in the fish meal fishery off Rhode Island also suggested a 

movement offshore in winter (Edwards 1966). Extensive movements in a relatively 

small area would suggest no marked separation of stocks, though Soviet studies 

(Konstantinov and Noskov 1967) suggest that separate stocks do exist. Morphometric 

studies suggest two distinct stocks, in the Gulf of Maine and south of C.Cod 

(Conover etc 1961). 

Further studies of this problem are clearly needed, but for the present 

analysis possible stook difference will be neglected •. The ability of the fleets 

concerned (especially that of USSlt) to range over the area would suggest that theI'( 

is no graat difference in the effect of fishing on different stocKs, if indeed 

separate stocks exist. 

Examination should also be made of the possible interchange with other 

areas; in 1965 50,000 tons were caught in sub-area 4 (mostly 4W) and 15,600 tons 

by USSR vessels outside the ICNAF area to the south. The fact that the araa of 

biggest catches in sub-area 4 were separated from the main fishing area in sub-,'rer 

5 both by the deep water north of Georges Bank and by the whole. of division 5 X 

(southern Nova Scotia) suggests that they come from different stocks. The souLhe 

oatches, taken in second half of March in the area of Hudson Cao,yon (Konstantinov 

and Noskov 1966) might well COIDe from the sub-area 5 stock (or stocks) at the end 

of their winter migration. This would add some ~ to the 1965 catches given acvre 

it will not affect the present assessIOOnt, but the effect of these catches from 

outside the ICNAF area might become relatively more important. 
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Et'fort and catch per unit effort 

Silver hake was not included in the basic effort table s of the ICNAl 
statistioal bulletin until 1965. so these tables cannot be used to produce a 
series of measures of effort and catch per unit effort. Data of oatch per day 
in the US fishery for human consumption has been given in the US research repol~ 
to ICNAI. Though 18. te~.y this fishery has been liai ted to the inshore grounds. 
and there are considerable differenoes between the catch rates on different inshore 
grounds (Grah8.111 1965), it provides the beat presently available index of abundance, 
and from it a measure 01' total ettort (in US days) has been calculated, as in the 
table below: 

Table 2. Estiaates of catch per unit effort and of total effort 
for silver hake 

1960 1961 1962 !22l J:2.fa l22.2 1966 

ea toh per day 17.5 23.8 18.5 17.~ 15.1 12.8 12.5 

Total catch ~7 ~3 86 U7 221 323 162 
(000 tons) 

Total effort 27 18 ~6 ~ U6 252 130 
(000 US days) 

This table shows a very olear decline in catch per unit etfort, to around 
60J' of the 1960-61 value. What this decline means in terms 01' changes in the 
total population is not certain. since the US tleet does not now work in the oft~ 
shore area. If the decline in catch per unit ettort indeed refleots a decline in 
population due to increased tishing. then it is probable that the decline in the 
ottshore area where the biggest expansion of effort has occurred has been greater 
than the decline in 15 catoh per unit effort. Qualitative evidence of the 
decline in catch per unit effort is als.o given by Konstantinov and Noakov (1967), 
who note, concerning the fishery in 1~66, that the decrease in silver hake con
centrations had continued since 1~64.. Probably the ottshore abundance is now 
appreciably less than half what it was in 1960. 

Age composition 

The percentage age oomposition ot USSR oatches has been given in the USSR 
liesearch Reports trom 1963 onwards; these are given in Table 3 below. Figures 
in braokets are estiaated from the other data. to make the total 100%. It is 
not known whether the figures refer to catches 01' scouting vessels, the commercial 
fleet, or both. Data is also given of the average length of hake sampled. 

Table 3. Age oomposition and average length 01' USSR silver hake 
ca tcbe" (per oent) 

Age 1962 !22l l22!t l22.2 1966 -" 
2 ? ? (3) 7 17 

3 37 32 ~ 52 ~6 

~ 51 ~7 ~ 33 27 

5 8 17 II 6 ~ 

6+ ? 3 

lIean length 31.7 3O~ 30.5 28.3 28.6 

---' 
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This table shows clenrly the decrease in the proportion of old fish, and 
in the average length which would be expected from increased fishing. The normal 
estimates of mortality are difficult to apply, since it appears that recruitment 
is not completa until four yenrs old, and thereafter mortality is very high -
estimated by Noskov and Zakharov (1964) as Sop., Z = 1.46. This is, as they note, 
much higher than the Z = 0.45 estimated by Beverton and Hodder. But this latter 
figure based on length data is probably too low, both because it is based on 
landings, not catches, and because the method used may not be toc accurate when 
the range of lengths within an age group may be as great ns the difference in the 
mean lengths cf different age groups. It also appears, from the increasing 
propcrtion of 2-year old fish, that there has been a decrense in the age at 
recruitment, possibly due to changing distribution of the fishing effort. 

An index of the change in 1II0rtality may be obtnined from Table 3, using 
the ratio of the percentage of 4-year olds in one year to that of j-year olds in 
the previous year, as follows: 

Table 4. 

Ratio 

Z' 

1962/3 

1.27 

-0.24 

1263/4. 

1.37 

-0.31 

1%415 

0.79 

0.23 

1965/6 

0.52 

0.65 

Thill suggests that if the patterna of fishlng, and particularly of recruit
ment (i.e. large recruitment at 4) has not changed, then there has been an increase 
ot-mortality coefficient of around 0.9. The fishing mortality coefficient in 
1965/66 allOwing for the fishing that was already going on before 1962 may, there
fore, be estilllated as around 1.10. This is about equal to the totallllortality 
estimated above for the old fish ~resent when the intense USSR fishing began, 
which is probably mosily natural morLoJ.ity. Two factors, probably acting in 
oPl'osite directions will affect the indices of apJ.,arent mortality in Table 4. 
Any tendency for earlier recruitnJent will increase the indices, making them oloser 
to 1he true mortality. Using percentnge age compOSition, and not measures of 
abundance, will, if tha stock is declining, result in under-estilllates of mortality. 
Neither of these can be quantified. The data are therefore not at all conclusive, 
but it appenrs that fishing now (1965/66) accounts for perhaps half or more of the 
total deaths. 

Tassing 

Results of tagging experilllents in 1957 and 1958 have been reported by 
Frits (1959, 1963). Total returns were about 4%, but allowing for poor returns 
from the fishery for animal food, and for industrial purposes, the actual 10aptures 
oan be estimated from Table 1 of Fritz (1959), to have been at least 4.0 x .2/5•0 
= 5.~, assuming all tags recnptured in the fishery for human consumption .. ere 
returned. However, his Table 2 suggests that there nay have been incomplete 
returna even from the hUIISn consumption fishery, so that a figure of 9}h gives a 
lower estimate of the recaptures. 

These experiments were carried out before the USSR fishery developed; 
aS8W1ing that in recent yenrs the US effort has remained constant, the expected 
rate of recaB~ures can be caloulated from the ratio of US to total c'ltch, e.g. for 
1962 is 6 x /44. The resulting estimates are as follows: 

Table 5. 
Expected 
recapture rote 

1962 ~ .!.2§; l2!2 1966 

II 22 25 J~6 29 
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Though these figures arc moden,tely lar!!", they probably underestimrte 
the fishing rate on silver hake. As Fritz \1959) notos, tagging of both sUver 
hake and European hake has proved difficult, since the fish seem very easily 
injured, even when special care is tllk"n. Fritz found only about oue-third of 
fish CllUght by trawl were suitable 1'01' t" gging. Also he found lha t the returns 
dropped off very quickly; from Illl "xp~riment on Georges Ballk all 54. fish recap
tured (~; of thoae tagged) were reclijJtllred within olle month, and from an experi ,t 
in Ipswich Bay 55 (8.2%) were l'ecovered within 2il weaks, and only one later. T, ... 
return rate l18y thus considerably underestimate the true fishing rate, but the 
estimated returns rates for 1963-66 are sufficiently large to show that the recent 
fishing rate must be substantial, even though it cannot be estimated quantitatively 
from the tagging data. 

Tagging has also been carried out by Soviet scientists, but gave very rew 
returns,probably due to poor survival at the time of tagging. 

Discussion 

The evidence considered here showlS fairly clearly that fishing is having a 
signifioant effect on the stook of 3il vel' hal~e • Although it is not ye t posai 1.>le 
to make precise quantitative asseSSIDznts, it seems probable that the fishing effort 
in the last 3 years has probably "pjJroached the level beyond which further increase 
in fishing would give little increa"e in average catch. The important question 
is the extent to which the high catches ill J.9(;5 repI'3Sent a temporary peak, due to 
rishing out of an aocumulated stock, or a catch that oan be oontinued indefinitely 
- it does not seem to be due to allY outstaoiing yea~class, at least as judged 
from the data in Table 2. 'l.'his table also su~gests that probably two-thirds to 
three-quarters by numbera of the 1965 catches \nearly all the 2- and 3- year olr' 
and many or the 4--year olds) were recruits; thus thP. 1965 CAtches did not 00 me ~. 
from an 'aocUJlulated stock, and therefore catches might well be continued at not 
muoh less than the 196::, lev",l - the deorease in 1966 was mldnly due to a drop in 
ertort. 

Against this, both the changes in the index of mortality and the tagging 
data suggest that the 1965 catches represented half, and probably considerably 
more than half, of the stock. Thus the greatest catch in 1965, that could have 
been obtained (by removine; the entire fished stock) would have been not more than 
twice the actual catch in nwnuers and this catch certainly could not have been 
continued in 1966. Therofore, aS3umint; that the strength of the yea~classes in 
1965 were of nomal strength, the greatest aVel'!lge catch that oan be taken from 
sub-area 5 lies between a nlue of little below the 1965 catch (say 250,000 tons), 
and a value less than twice the 1)65 catch (say 500,000 tons), and probably in tlwl 
range 300-4-00,000 tons. 

The US catoh per unH effor'; data .,llOli a d~cline, by 1965, to 50% of the 
1960-61 value. Some models, e.g. that of Schaefer (1957) suggest that the 
greatest sustained oatch is tNcen when the stock has been reduced to half its 
unfished abundance; other evidence (e.g. Gulland, 1962) suggests that the maximum 
oatch occurs at a rather lower level of stock. On this basis,if the stock 
abundanoe is indeed still 60% of the unrishecl level, further increase in effort 
beyond the 1965 level should increase the average catch; against this it may be ~ 
noted: (i) the 1965 abundance was less tlwn the unfiRhed abundanoe, since con
siderable US fishing was beiug can-ied on; (ii) by 1965 the stock had Hot com
pletely deolined to the levEll it I'/ould reach with sustained fishing at the 1965 
erfort; and (iii) in the m,'st recent years the US silver hake effort has been 
on grounds other than Georges Bank, (where mOl'lt USSR fiehing is none) (Graham 1966) 
and, therefore, the ohanges in the US catch p!!ll' Wlit effort probably underestimates 
the decline in the stock as a wholf!. 'l'h" ea tch and effort data are, therefore, 
in reasonably good agreement with the conclu: Lon3 of Ule previous par"graph - that 
the 1965 effort would give an average cr.tch not milch different from the maximum. 
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One important reservation must be made to the above analysis - the common 
one ooncerning the relation between stock and recruitment. At the high levels of 
effort the catches will consist almost entirely of recruits; the catches can can
sequentiy only be maintained if the average recruitment is not altered. There is 
not yet any direct evidenoe concerning this; in the limit, extreme depletion of 
the adult stock must reduce recrui 'bnent, but because the large silver hake are 
important predators on small fish (including small h9ke and haddock) there is the 
possibility that a not too drastio reduction in the number of big hake could 
aotually increase the number of reoruits of both haddock and silver halee. 
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